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ABSTRACT
The CORELLA (CORrosion Erosion test facility for Liquid Lead Alloy) facility allows corrosion erosion tests in molten lead alloys at controlled
oxygen content and temperature under flowing conditions. Its exposure chamber consists of a cylindrical container, partially filled with the
liquid metal. An inner rotating cylinder drives the liquid metal flow. The specimens of interest are fixed vertically inside the chamber such that
the lead alloy flows around the specimens on both sides. In this numerical study, the turbulent flow of liquid lead–bismuth eutectic is solved
for various specimen configurations, filling heights, and rotational speeds of the inner cylinder. Hereby, the deformation of the free liquid
surface is taken into account using a rotationally symmetric approximation. Highly turbulent flow is found even for 200 rpm (revolutions per
minute), the lowest rotational speed investigated. The velocity of the liquid metal along the specimens’ lateral surfaces reaches values up to
1.5 m/s for a rotational speed of 1200 rpm, the limit of experimentally stable conditions. Due to the sudden flow constrictions and expansions
around the specimens, a much higher effect of the flow on corrosion erosion is expected than for simple pipe flow at the same bulk velocity.

© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0057380

I. INTRODUCTION

Because of their excellent thermal properties, heavy liquid met-
als (HLMs) gain more and more importance as heat transfer and
storage media in energy-related technologies, such as concentrat-
ing solar power, Generation-IV fast reactors, and accelerator-driven
systems.1,2 A major drawback of HLMs, such as molten Pb or
lead–bismuth eutectic (LBE), is their aggressiveness toward struc-
tural materials. The high solubility of steel alloying elements in Pb
or LBE at elevated temperature can lead to selective dissolution
and HLM penetration, combined with structural and phase changes,
deterioration of mechanical properties, and finally failure.3–5 One
mitigation technique of liquid metal corrosion is the in situ growth
of a protective oxide layer on the surfaces of exposed materials and
components.6–9 Hereby, a low oxygen content in the liquid Pb or
LBE and a specific material composition (at the surface) guarantee a
controlled oxidation process in terms of the oxidation rate and the
type of oxide grown.10–12

In addition to the corrosion behavior in static HLMs exper-
imentally investigated in a vast number of studies for numerous

materials, the behavior in flowing HLMs is of utmost importance
for technological implementation. Depending on the velocity of the
HLM, erosion may take place at the material surfaces and the com-
bined corrosion erosion process needs to be studied. One exam-
ple of a test stand designed to perform isothermal corrosion ero-
sion tests in lead alloys with controlled oxygen content and flow
velocity is the CORELLA (CORrosion Erosion test facility for Liq-
uid Lead Alloy) facility at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
(KIT), Germany.13 It consists of two chambers, one for condition-
ing the lead alloy in terms of the oxygen content, the other for
the exposure experiment under flowing conditions. Both chambers
are covered with gas tight lids. Once the HLM in the conditioning
chamber reaches the targeted oxygen content, it is pumped to the
exposure chamber previously loaded with the specimens of inter-
est. This second chamber consists of a cylindrical container and a
rotating inner cylinder. The specimens are fixed to sample hold-
ers, which are mounted to a plate underneath the lid. Technically,
the rotational speed of the inner cylinder can be set to values up to
2000 rpm (revolutions per minute). However, stable flow conditions
without sloshing are obtained up to about 1200 rpm, depending on
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the filling height and on the dimensions and the number of spec-
imens inserted. A detailed description of the entire setup of the
CORELLA facility is provided in Ref. 13, together with some prelim-
inary simulations of the flow field inside the exposure chamber. This
preliminary computational fluid dynamics (CFD) work considered
an empty chamber without any obstacles, i.e., without specimens
or sample holders inserted, and assumed laminar flow, an approx-
imation that turned out to be not accurate at all. Therefore, the
preliminary results should be understood as a very rough guide only.
The grown interest in the CORELLA facility in recent years made a
more accurate calculation of the flow field necessary.14 The current
study therefore presents a detailed numerical investigation of the liq-
uid lead alloy flow inside the exposure chamber of the CORELLA
facility, taking into account turbulence, a consistent treatment of
the free liquid surface, and the loading of the chamber with sam-
ple holders and specimens. The objective is to get reliable informa-
tion about the bulk flow of the liquid lead alloy inside the exposure
chamber.

II. METHODOLOGY
A. System geometry

The CORELLA facility in its current state enables up to six spec-
imens to be exposed to liquid metal under flowing conditions, with
accurate temperature and oxygen control of the liquid metal. The
setup of the CORELLA exposure chamber is shown in Fig. 1. It con-
sists of a stationary cylindrical chamber, 300 mm in diameter and
210 mm in height, and a rotating inner cylinder of 160 mm diame-
ter. The height coordinate z is defined to have its origin at the base
of the outer cylinder. The base of the inner cylinder is placed at
z = 25 mm. The inner cylinder rotates with an angular speed Ω of
up to 1200 rpm. The chamber is covered by a plate, to which up
to six sample holders with specimens can be attached, equally dis-
tributed at a radius of 90 mm. The cylindrical sample holders, 10 mm
in diameter, range down from the plate to a height of z = 100 mm.
At the end of each sample holder, a specimen can be fixed. A
typical specimen size of 30 × 9 × 1.5 mm3 is used in this investi-
gation. The specimens are aligned in the flow direction as shown in
Fig. 1. The chamber is filled with liquid metal to a height H0, typ-
ically in the range of 150–180 mm, so that the specimens are fully
immersed in the liquid metal even under flowing conditions. For this
study, a default filling height of 155 mm is used.

FIG. 1. Setup of the CORELLA exposure chamber with six pairs of sample holders
and specimens inserted.

B. Simulation conditions
Numerical simulations of the velocity field inside the

CORELLA facility are performed using the software package
COMSOL Multiphysics® (COMSOL, Inc., Burlington, MA, USA),
a code based on a finite element method. The flow in the gaseous
phase above the liquid metal is not taken into account; only single-
phase flow of the HLM is considered. Thus, the simulation domain
corresponds to the volume filled by the HLM, marked in blue in
Fig. 1. However, the free liquid surface, i.e., the interface between
the liquid metal and the gaseous phase, is allowed to deform under
operation, see Sec. II C. Isothermal incompressible flow is assumed,
and a no-slip boundary condition is applied at all solid walls. Full
slip is applied at the liquid free surface. Gravity is taken into account.
Within the present study, the material properties of liquid LBE are
taken at 450 ○C.15 At this temperature, the kinematic viscosity of
LBE is of the order of 10−7 m2/s. With a velocity of the order of 1 m/s
and the chamber size of the order of 0.1 m, the Reynolds number is
of the order of 106 and turbulent flow is expected.

For modeling turbulence, the Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes
(RANS) k–ε model is used.16,17 The standard k–ε model with a high
Re number formulation uses wall functions to solve the momen-
tum equations in near-wall regions. This approach requires high
Re numbers everywhere to yield accurate results. In addition, it has
some limitations in complex geometries where flow separation and
recirculation occur. To avoid singularity for (locally) low Re num-
bers, the wall lift-off in viscous units, δ+w , is limited from below by
11.06.17

2D rotationally symmetric simulations without any specimens
or sample holders inserted are performed in a time-dependent study,
i.e., except for the intrinsic time-averaging of small-scale features
done in RANS turbulence models, the time evolution of the flow
pattern is captured. 3D calculations (with and without specimens)
are done for the stationary case only. The rotational speed of the
inner cylinder is set to a constant value, and the system is solved for
a steady state solution. Potentially evolving large-scale flow patterns
are not captured by this approach.

C. Free surface deformation
The free liquid surface experiences deformation due to the

combined effects of centrifugal force, gravity, and surface tension.
An accurate numerical treatment of the free surface deformation is
possible in COMSOL by using either the available free surface fea-
ture or the level set method. In the current investigation, the free sur-
face feature combined with a deforming domain and moving mesh
is employed in 2D rotationally symmetric simulations, i.e., for the
system without any sample holders/specimens inserted. The upper
part of the liquid domain is set to a deforming domain with the free
liquid surface allowed to move in the vertical direction. Hereby, the
pressure balance due to liquid motion, gravity, and surface tension
determines the free surface vertical deformation. In order to catch
the transient behavior of the flow during start-up, a time-dependent
study is performed.

Due to the immense numerical cost of such a computation of
the exact free surface deformation in 3D, another route is taken
to obtain an approximation of the free surface deformation when
sample holders/specimens are introduced. In this approximation,
the exact shape of the free surface around the sample holders is
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neglected and a rotationally symmetric free surface profile h(r) is
assumed. In a first iteration (n = 0), the free surface profile h1(r) is
calculated from the azimuthal velocity vφ,0(r) of the stationary solu-
tion with non-deformed free surface h0(r) = H0, using the balance
of centrifugal force and gravitational force,

dhn+1(r)
dr

= αn
vφ,n(r)2/r

g
.

Conservation of mass and a relaxation factor αn ≤ 1 for faster con-
vergence of the iteration are taken into account. Using the updated
free surface profile h1, the velocity field

⇀
v 1 is computed and the

pressure along the free surface h1 is evaluated. By repeating the
described steps, the shape of the rotationally symmetric free sur-
face is adjusted iteratively until the pressure variations along the free
surface are minimized. Using this procedure, the approximated free
surface h(r), while omitting the small-scale features, still captures
accurately enough the change in wetted area and thus the change
in drag force compared with the non-deformed free surface. CFD
simulations of the 3D system are performed in stationary studies
only.

D. Meshing
For the 2D rotationally symmetric study, the simulation

domain is divided at a height of z = 60 mm in two regions, a lower
stationary domain and an upper deforming domain with a moving
mesh. The lower domain is meshed using an unstructured triangular
mesh with a refinement at the corner of the inner cylinder, while a
structured mesh is used in the upper domain. Boundary layers with
rectangular cells are added at all walls with no-slip boundary condi-
tion. The total number of mesh cells is varied from about 2200 up to
about 13 500 domain elements.

The 3D studies do not involve deforming domains and moving
meshes; the simulation domain is fixed. Thus, an unstructured tetra-
hedral mesh is used everywhere in the bulk, with a refinement at the
edges and corners of the sample holders, specimens, and rotating
cylinder. Boundary layers with prismatic cells are added at all solid
walls. The default 3D mesh has about 350 000 domain elements in
a 60○ wedge with sample holder and specimen. A mesh dependence
study is performed including meshes from about 130 000 up to about
750 000 domain elements in the same wedge.

III. RESULTS
A. Unloaded case

To test the applicability and consistency of the numerical
method and to get a first insight into the flow pattern and shape
of the free liquid surface, CFD simulations were performed without
any specimens or sample holders inside the chamber. This allowed
the reduction of the 3D system to a 2D rotationally symmetric sys-
tem and the calculation of the in situ free surface deformation in a
fully coupled study. In a time-dependent calculation, the rotational
velocity of the inner cylinder was ramped up from 0 to the targeted
speed Ω over a few seconds and then kept constant for the rest of the
simulation until a stationary flow and a stationary shape of the free
surface were achieved. The calculations were performed for Ω values
of 200, 500, 800, and 1100 rpm.

1. Assessment of numerical method
Before presenting the results, the applicability of the k–ε turbu-

lence model with high Re number formulation (use of wall func-
tions), the mesh resolution in near-wall regions, and the mesh
dependence are critically assessed.

The lowest rotational speed studied (Ω = 200 rpm) is the most
critical one regarding the Re number. Therefore, the wall lift-off in
viscous units δ+w is evaluated for this case. For the mesh with the low-
est number of cells tested, the low Re number cutoff of δ+w = 11.06
is active only close to the symmetry axis, for radii below 20 mm.
Here, the wall lift-off δw reaches 0.45 mm on the axis of both outer
and inner cylinders and drops rapidly within the first 10 mm to
the value set by the mesh resolution, δw = y/2 (here about 0.1 mm
for the coarsest mesh). Because the low Re number region is small
compared with the entire simulation domain and because the wall
lift-off δw in this critical region is small compared with the system
dimension in this area (25 mm distance between the bases of the two
cylinders), the use of the k–ε model with high Re formulation seems
appropriate.

The wall lift-off in viscous units should be around 25 for
the highest accuracy, while for δ+w values above 100 or several
100, the accuracy might drop significantly.17 For the coarsest mesh
with 2200 domain elements, δ+w varies between about 40 (locally
up to 80) for Ω = 200 rpm and about 200 (locally up to 450) for
Ω = 1100 rpm. The finest mesh with 13 500 domain elements results
in much lower δ+w values, below 60 even for Ω = 1100 rpm. Only
very close to the free liquid surface, values up to 160 are obtained
at the wall of the outer cylinder. A comparison of the calcula-
tion results for the different meshes shows that the flow velocity
in near-wall regions strongly depends on the mesh resolution as
expected for a treatment with wall functions, see an example for
Ω = 500 rpm in Fig. 2. The bulk flow, however, shows a very small
mesh sensitivity, with a relative deviation of less than 2% between
the coarsest and the finest mesh investigated (3% deviation for
1100 rpm). Hereby, as the mesh resolution increases, the bulk
velocity increases and converges toward the solution obtained with
the finest mesh.

FIG. 2. Mesh dependence study of 2D simulations for 500 rpm. The velocity mag-
nitude U along a horizontal line at z = 0.08 m is shown relative to the results
obtained for the finest mesh with 13 549 domain elements, Uref.
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FIG. 3. Flow pattern of 2D rotationally symmetric study during ramp-up and in the stationary stage for rotational speeds as indicated. The color represents the azimuthal
velocity component, and the streamlines show the slow rolling motion in non-azimuthal directions.

2. Rotationally symmetric solution
During start-up, both the free surface deformation and the flow

pattern evolve until a stable stationary stage is obtained, cf. Fig. 3.
Hereby, the flow pattern shows an instability near the inner cylin-
der. The flow plumes move toward each other and coalesce until the
pattern becomes stationary. This flow instability at start-up is known
in the literature as the centrifugal instability of the boundary layer at
the inner cylinder, see, for instance, Ref. 18.

Compared with the total duration of the exposure experiment
(typically several 1000 h), the initial ramp-up phase of a few sec-
onds to minutes can be neglected and the stationary stage is of
importance. Figure 3 visualizes the free surface deformation and
the flow field in the stationary regime. Note that for Ω = 1100 rpm,
a quasi-stationary stage is shown, where the near-wall instability
at the inner rotating cylinder still evolves. For all Ω values, the
azimuthal velocity represented by the color map is almost constant
over the entire volume between the inner and the outer cylinder;
exceptions are the near-wall regions. The chosen color range is
proportional to the respective Ω, which clearly demonstrates that
the azimuthal speed in the bulk grows much less than propor-
tional to Ω. The reason is the smaller wetted area of the rotating
cylinder and the larger wetted area of the stationary cylinder as Ω
increases. The flow pattern formed by the non-azimuthal rolling
motion established in addition to the rotational flow is shown by
the streamlines. These vortices are similar to the well known Tay-
lor vortices that appear in Taylor–Couette flows, i.e., in the flow of
a viscous fluid confined between two rotating cylinders. The shape

and size of the vortices change with the rotational speed of the inner
cylinder.

Figure 4 compares the azimuthal and non-azimuthal velocity
components along a horizontal line at z = 0.08 m for Ω = 500 rpm.
The azimuthal speed is much larger than the radial and vertical
components; the flow is mainly rotational. As already observed in
Fig. 3, the azimuthal speed of the fluid is almost constant over a wide
range of radial positions. Exceptions are the boundary layers, i.e.,

FIG. 4. Profiles of azimuthal and non-azimuthal velocity along the horizontal line
at z = 0.08 m for 500 rpm. The dashed line shows the expectation for laminar flow
between two rotating cylinders.
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the regions close to both cylinder walls. This behavior is typical for
turbulent flow in a Taylor–Couette geometry, as elaborated in the
following.

Taylor–Couette flows are typically characterized by dimen-
sionless control parameters, such as the Reynolds numbers of
the outer and the inner cylinder, the Taylor number, or the
ratio of the cylinder radii. With the radius ri, o and the angu-
lar velocity ωi, o of the inner/outer cylinder, the radius ratio
is given by η = ri/ro and the Taylor number is defined as
Ta = (ro − ri)2(ri + ro)2(ωi − ωo)2(1 + η)4/(64η2ν2). Here, ν is the
kinematic viscosity. For the CORELLA exposure chamber with
ri = 0.08 m, ro = 0.15 m, ωi = Ω, and ωo = 0, the radius ratio is
η = 0.53 and Ta = 2 × 1012 for Ω = 200 rpm.

In Taylor–Couette geometry, the flow is laminar for Ta
smaller than ∼ 104. The corresponding azimuthal velocity profile
vθ ∝ (ro

2 − r2)/r is added as the dashed line to Fig. 4 for compar-
ison. For larger Ta values, turbulent flow is obtained and the flow
separates into a bulk flow and two boundary layer flows next to
the cylinder walls, the behavior observed in Fig. 4. For Ta > Ta∗

(Ta∗ ≈ 1 × 1010 for η = 0.5), an ultimate turbulent regime is reached,
where the dimensionless angular velocity ω′ = ω(r)/ωi plotted vs
the dimensionless radius r′ = (r − ri)/(ro − ri) only depends on
the radius ratio η. At the midpoint between the outer and the
inner cylinder, r′ = 0.5, the dimensionless angular velocity is 0.20
for η = 0.5.19 With Ta = 2 × 1012 for Ω = 200 rpm, the flow in the
CORELLA chamber is in the ultimate turbulent regime for all
Ω values investigated. The dimensionless angular velocity at the
midpoint is 0.19 for Ω = 200 rpm, which is in quite good agree-
ment with the expectation of ω′ = 0.20 for Taylor–Couette flows.
This further confirms the applicability of the k–ε turbulence model
with wall functions for determining the bulk flow in the given
system.

3. Consistency checks and 3D solution
The unloaded case represents an ideal system to check the

consistency between the two numerical methods proposed for the
present study: (i) the fully coupled calculation of the free surface
deformation in 2D rotationally symmetric simulations and (ii) the
approximation of the free liquid surface by an iterated profile h(r)
in three-dimensional studies.

First, in order to test the consistency of the different free surface
treatments, the 2D calculations were repeated in a stationary study
with the free surface profile h(r) fixed from the previous surface
deformation study. The results show an almost constant pressure
along the free surface, with some negligible deviations near the cylin-
der walls due to the neglect of surface tension. The velocity field in
the bulk agrees very well with the coupled study performed above,
with a deviation of less than 1%.

In a second step, the consistency between 2D and 3D calcula-
tions was investigated. The fully three-dimensional flow was solved
in a stationary study, where the free surface profile was either fixed
from the respective 2D study or adapted to comply with the require-
ment of a constant pressure. For all Ω tested, a slightly different
flow field is obtained when the symmetry constraint is suspended.
The flow is not exactly rotationally symmetric. The non-azimuthal
rolling motion shows a pattern that deviates from the 2D case as
exemplarily shown for 200, 500, and 800 rpm in Fig. 5. Additionally,
the azimuthal velocity component and the free surface deformation
are generally smaller than in the symmetrically constrained case. The
deviation of the velocity in the bulk is below 2% for 200 rpm, while
higher deviations are obtained for 500 and 800 rpm (both around
7%). It seems that a rotationally symmetric flow is not the most sta-
ble solution, and thus, 3D simulations without symmetry constraint
are recommended.

B. Fully loaded case
For all studies containing sample holders and specimens, fully

three-dimensional computations were performed and the iterative
procedure described in Sec. II C was applied to find a rotation-
ally symmetric approximation of the free liquid surface. In the fully
loaded case with six sample holders and specimens inserted, advan-
tage of the system symmetry was taken and a wedge of 60○ with
periodic boundary conditions was studied. Although the flow in
the unloaded case turned out to be not exactly rotationally sym-
metric, the error introduced by the periodic boundary conditions
is expected to be low; see also Sec. III B 3.

1. Assessment of numerical method
As in the 2D rotationally symmetric simulations, the Re num-

ber is high enough to justify the use of the k–ε turbulence model with

FIG. 5. Stationary flow of the unloaded case obtained in 3D simulations. The color represents the azimuthal velocity component, and the streamlines show the rolling motion
in non-azimuthal directions.
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FIG. 6. Results of the mesh dependence study of the fully loaded case for 500 rpm.
Velocity magnitude along the horizontal line at z = 0.08 m for different meshes as
indicated.

wall functions. Note, however, that flow separation and recirculation
might occur around the specimens due to the sudden flow constric-
tions and expansions. These local flow features are generally not well
captured by wall functions.

For the default mesh, the maximum δ+w values are around 160
for the highest speeds investigated (1100 rpm), with correspondingly
smaller values for lower speeds and finer meshes. The dependence
of the velocity on the mesh refinement is shown exemplarily in
Fig. 6 for Ω = 500 rpm along a radial line through the specimen at a
height of 0.08 m. Except for the near-wall regions and a larger devi-
ation close to the outer cylinder, the velocity deviation between the
default mesh with 348 542 elements and the finest mesh with 747 434
elements is below 2%.

As an example for an iteratively approximated rotationally
symmetric free surface, Fig. 7 shows the free surface deformation
and the pressure distribution relative to the lower edge of the outer
cylinder for 500 rpm. Except for some pressure variations mainly
around the sample holder, the pressure is almost constant at the
approximated free liquid surface. It therefore can be expected that
the approximated free surface reproduces the wetted areas of the
inner and the outer cylinder reasonably well.

FIG. 7. Pressure distribution for 500 rpm with an approximated rotationally sym-
metric free surface. The inner cylinder rotates counterclockwise as shown in
Fig. 1.

2. Stationary flow and analysis procedure

Figure 8 presents the results of the flow field for different rota-
tional speeds Ω. In all cases, the specimens are fully wetted by the liq-
uid metal. In addition to the mainly azimuthal flow, a non-azimuthal
rolling motion is established, which is visualized by the streamlines
in Fig. 8. Similar to the unloaded case presented in Fig. 3, respec-
tively Fig. 5, the velocity magnitude is almost constant in the volume
between the inner and the outer cylinder, with the largest decline
occurring between the rotating cylinder and the specimens (see also
Fig. 6). As expected, the flow is generally slower and thus the free
surface deformation is less pronounced than in the unloaded case
(Figs. 3 and 5).

Figure 9 shows the velocity magnitude (color map) and stream-
lines around the specimen on a horizontal plane at z = 0.08 m exem-
plarily for 500 rpm. Directly at the specimen surface, the fluid veloc-
ity decreases to zero due to the no-slip boundary condition. Note
that small-scale features of the flow field in near-wall regions, such
as flow detachment and recirculation, are not well resolved due to
the high Re number k–ε turbulence model used. To get a reason-
able value of the tangential speed of the liquid metal bulk flow along

FIG. 8. Flow field of the fully loaded case for 500, 800, and 1100 rpm as indicated. The color represents the velocity magnitude; the streamlines show the non-azimuthal
motion.
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FIG. 9. Visualization of flow around specimens for 500 rpm. Velocity magnitude
(color map) and streamlines along the horizontal plane at z = 0.08 m and along
vertical planes of interest on inner respectively outer side of specimen as seen
from outside respectively inside.

the specimen’s lateral surfaces, a distance of 3 mm from the speci-
men surfaces is chosen for further analysis. Figure 9 visualizes the
streamlines on these vertical planes of interest.

On the vertical planes of interest, the average speed next to
the lateral surfaces of the specimen was determined. Hereby, the
topmost part of the specimen with strongly deviating velocity was
excluded. The results are summarized in Fig. 10, together with the
values for the fictive case of a horizontally fixed free liquid surface
without deformation, h(r) = H0. The influence of the free surface
deformation and thus of the change in the wetted area of the rotat-
ing inner and stationary outer cylinder on the flow velocity becomes
apparent. Also added to Fig. 10 are the data for a filling height of
180 mm instead of the default 155 mm. The higher driving force
due to the increased wetted area of the rotating cylinder causes an
increased speed on the inner side of the specimens. For radii beyond
the sample holders/specimens, however, the larger drag of the sam-
ple holders counterbalances the higher driving force. Almost the
same velocity as for the default filling height is obtained on the outer
side of the specimen.

3. Periodicity assumption
So far, the fully loaded case was solved only in a 60○ wedge with

periodic boundary conditions. In order to investigate the consis-
tency of this symmetry assumption, the fully loaded case was simu-
lated for a 120○ wedge. In addition, a partially loaded case with three
pairs of sample holders and specimens symmetrically distributed in

FIG. 10. Results of the fully loaded case. Average speed on inner (squares) and
outer (circles) sides of specimen vs rotational speed of the inner cylinder. For the
default filling height of 155 mm, filled black symbols show the data for an iteratively
adapted rotationally symmetric free surface profile and open blue symbols repre-
sent the results for a non-adapted horizontal free surface h(r) = H0. Crossed red
symbols show the results for a filling height of 180 mm with adapted free surface.

the chamber was investigated. Here, a 120○ wedge and the full 360○

system were solved.
Without any symmetry constraint (360○ with three specimens)

or with a less strict constraint (120○ wedge containing two specimens
for a total of six specimens), a small variation of the velocity from
specimen to specimen is obtained, see Fig. 11. Although this fluctua-
tion is not captured when periodic boundary conditions are applied
(120○ wedge containing one specimen for a total of three specimens

FIG. 11. Comparison of all investigated configurations at 500 rpm. The symbols
represent the mean value of the average speeds on the inner and the outer side of
the specimens, and the bars mark the difference between the two values. Data
from different studies and for different specimens within one study are slightly
displaced against each other in the x direction.
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or 60○ wedge containing one specimen for a total of six), the data are
consistent and the use of the periodicity assumption is justified.

C. Comparison of all data at 500 rpm
To summarize and to visualize the influence of the sample load-

ing on the velocity in the CORELLA exposure chamber, all results
for a rotational speed of Ω = 500 rpm are compared in Fig. 11.
For clarity, the data in Fig. 11 show the mean value of the inner
and outer average velocities, with the bars marking the difference
between these two values. Note that the same positions were used
for evaluation of the average velocities in the unloaded case. As
expected, the more sample holders and specimens are inserted in
the chamber, the smaller the velocity is. In addition, the velocity
difference between inner and outer positions decreases for higher
loading.

As an example of a loading without any symmetry, the situation
with five pairs of sample holders and specimens was investigated
and is added to Fig. 11. The respective data points are slightly dis-
placed in the x direction in the order of the specimen number. The
highest velocity is found on the inner side of specimen no. 1, i.e.,
the specimen against which the liquid metal streams first. The more
specimens the fluid passes, the lower its velocity becomes.

Also added to Fig. 11 are the results of the previous consistency
checks. As discussed above in Sec. III B 3, the periodicity constraint
has only a minor influence on the results. This is demonstrated for
the full loading and the partial loading with three specimens. In con-
trast to the periodicity constraint, the assumption of a rotationally
symmetric flow in the unloaded case poses a much stricter constraint
and leads to higher deviations, see also Sec. III A 3.

IV. DISCUSSION
The objective of the current research was to obtain reliable

information about the bulk flow in the exposure chamber of the
CORELLA test stand without and with specimens inserted. To
achieve this goal, the present study used the standard k–ε model
with high Re number formulation (wall functions). A quantita-
tive comparison of the unloaded case with the flow in the clas-
sical Taylor–Couette geometry confirmed the applicability of this
approach.

When specimens are inserted, the flow experiences sudden con-
strictions and expansions around the specimens, which may lead to
complex flow phenomena, such as flow separation, reattachment,
and recirculation. An accurate study of such phenomena requires a
highly resolved mesh in near-wall regions and a turbulence model
with low Re number formulation, which solves the velocity pro-
file down to the wall. In some preliminary studies using the low
Re number Menter Shear Stress Transport turbulence model or a
low Re extension of the k–ε model, it was found that the near-wall
flow around the specimens is very sensitive to the exact shape and
positioning (azimuthal alignment) of the specimens. The bulk flow,
however, remains close to the results presented in this paper.

In addition to a well-resolved velocity field in near-wall regions,
turbulence models with low Re formulation also yield more reli-
able data on the local wall shear stress, near-wall turbulence level,
and mass transport of dissolved species across the boundary layers.
These parameters can be relevant in erosion and flow-accelerated

corrosion in turbulent flows, see, for instance, Ref. 20. Highly
resolved numerical studies become relevant also for the CORELLA
exposure chamber once a specific experimental situation is analyzed
and experimental corrosion data are available for comparison. For
the present study, however, the use of the high Re k–ε turbulence
model suffices.

An exact treatment of the free liquid surface deformation at
an acceptable numerical cost is feasible only for 2D rotationally
symmetric simulations. In 2D, however, obstacles, such as sample
holders and specimens, cannot be included in the calculation. In
addition, considerable deviations were found due to the very strict
constraint of a rotationally symmetric flow. To solve the flow in 3D,
the free liquid surface was approximated by a rotationally symmet-
ric profile, minimizing the pressure variations along the free sur-
face. Although this procedure cannot predict the free liquid surface
around the sample holders very accurately (see Fig. 7), it reproduces
reasonably well the wetted areas of the rotating and stationary cylin-
der walls. As shown in Fig. 10, the liquid velocity indeed changes due
to the free surface adaptation.

The flow in the exposure chamber of CORELLA was found
to be highly turbulent even for Ω = 200 rpm, the lowest rotational
speed of the inner cylinder investigated. Turbulent flow results in a
substantially lower velocity at the specimen position than expected
for laminar flow, see Fig. 4. This knowledge is relevant for the inter-
pretation of experimental corrosion erosion data. The highest flow
velocities along the specimens’ lateral surfaces that are experimen-
tally achievable in the CORELLA facility are around 1.3–1.4 m/s
(Fig. 10) for the fully loaded case with six sample holders and spec-
imens inserted. If less obstacles hinder the free flow of the liquid
metal in the chamber, i.e., in the case of partial loading, the maxi-
mum flow speed might be slightly increased, similar to the case of
Ω = 500 rpm shown in Fig. 11. However, even in the unloaded case
presented in Fig. 3, the speed at the designated specimen position
does not exceed 1.5 m/s for Ω = 1100 rpm.

In the present study, the properties of the liquid metal were
fixed at typical values (LBE at 450 ○C). The use of other liquid met-
als (e.g., pure Pb) or exposure at other temperatures changes the
liquid properties. However, a significant influence on the flow field
is expected only for a much higher kinematic viscosity and a much
lower Ta number. As long as Ta > 1010, the flow is highly turbulent
and thus independent of the liquid properties.

Similar to the filling height, also the dimensions of the sam-
ple holders and specimens were fixed at typical values, as were their
positions and azimuthal alignments. When varying any of these
parameters, some changes to the flow are expected. An azimuthal
misalignment changes the relation between the speed on the inner
side and the speed on the outer side of the respective specimen.
Smaller sample holders and specimens or a higher vertical position
pose less resistance to the flow and result in slightly higher speeds.
Positioning the samples at larger radii or increasing the number of
samples to more than six leads to slightly lower speeds along the
specimens’ lateral sides.

For a more accurate prediction of the bulk flow, the simula-
tions can be easily adapted to the individual experimental conditions
of the corrosion erosion experiments of interest. For most experi-
mental studies, however, the results presented in this investigation
are accurate enough for an initial interpretation of the experimental
findings.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The CORELLA facility enables the investigation of combined

corrosion erosion effects in liquid lead alloys with controlled oxy-
gen content and temperature. For an adequate interpretation of
the experimental results, however, knowledge of the velocity field
inside the exposure chamber is required. The presented CFD study
solved the turbulent flow inside the CORELLA exposure cham-
ber for typical liquid metal properties (LBE at 450 ○C) and typical
specimens’ dimensions and positions. Hereby, the free liquid sur-
face was approximated by a rotationally symmetric profile. This
approach allowed us to obtain a realistic variation of the wetted areas
for different flow conditions and thus to obtain reasonable results
for the flow field. The rotational speed of the inner cylinder was
varied from 200 up to 1100 rpm, which is close to the experimen-
tal limit of stable flow conditions. The chamber loading was varied
from the unloaded case up to a loading with six pairs of sample hold-
ers and specimens. For all cases studied, the bulk flow was analyzed
and the tangential speed along the lateral sides of the specimens was
determined. The flow inside the exposure chamber was found to be
highly turbulent, with velocities at the specimens’ positions much
lower than expected for laminar flow. Even for the highest feasi-
ble speed of the inner cylinder (1200 rpm), the liquid metal velocity
experienced by the specimens does not exceed 1.5 m/s. However, the
flow in the CORELLA chamber is not comparable with simple pipe
flow at the same bulk speed. Due to the sudden flow constriction
and expansion around the specimens, complex flow phenomena,
such as flow detachment and recirculation, occur. This leads to a
high level of near-wall turbulence and can strongly affect corrosion
erosion.
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